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Sophllf/cafed training equipment make. It pollible for a/rcrew. 
to experience the stre .. of battle without the rlsle. 
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The millSion of the Air Force is to ny and fight. tory. Established in 1969. the division applies the 
I Providing essential support to the accomplish- best available scientific knowledge and technology 

ment of this mission is the Operations Training Di- to make Air Force operations training as effective as 
vision of the Air Force Human Resources Labora- possible. 
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Within the Operations Training Dj-. ;bion are two 
elements that develop and test technology applicable 
to operational training. The enllineering research 
and development element provides the hardware 
systems for training; the behavioral-science research 
and development element develops and tests 
methods for integrating the human component with 
the hardware systems. 

During the early and middle 19705, operations 
training research focused on part-task trainers that 
demonstrated the potential for using simulators for 
undergraduate pilot training. A series of laboratory 
studies revealed that a great deal of time could be 
saved in both the instrument and contact phases of 
training without au vc rsely affecting the pilot's per
formance capabilities . 

The instrument flight simulator now used for un
dcrgraduate pilot training i~ an outgrowth of these 
studies . Affirm;ng the instrument night ~imulator's 

value in reducing training time , a study involving 
1,7S0 undergraduate pilots revealed an annual sav
ings of no less than 90 thousand nying hours and 2S 
million gallons of fuel. 

In 1975, a more sophisticated sim·,lator, the Ad
vanced Simulator for Pilot Training (ASPT), was 
produced . It was originally designed to be a state
of-the-art simulator that could be used to develop 
and test technology as a procurement guide . To 
date, howe-ver, it has been used as a test bed for 
identifying the specific capabilities a training device 
must have if it is to offer effective training in par
ticular tasks. 

The Advanced Simulator for Pilot Training has 
two six-degree-of-freedom motion platforms. Air
craft night dynamics and control loading charac
teristics are computer-programmable for both the 
motion and visual systems. The visual display is 
computer generated through a seven-channel 
cathode ray tube system that provides a 300-degree 
horizontal and 140-degree vertical field of view. 
The instructor interacts with the sn:dciii pilo! via an 
operator console that allows the ' instructor to ma
nipu ldte a variety of training conditions and task 
elements. 

An early concern in testing ASPT involved I~,,: ' 
relative contribution of platform motion to I:dining 
effectiveness. Simulator platform motion IS an ex
pensive ilem and its costs must be justifi~d in term~ 
of benefits gained. Over the past several years, a 
number of studies of pl~tform motion have indicated 
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that platform motion does not improve tratDlng, 
suggesting that simulation dollars are perhaps better 
spent on visual systems and on research in olher 
features. Evaluations of ASPT have generated suffi
cient dala 10 predict simulator requirements for 
given transfer effectiveness ratios in certain task 
areas. These include: 

• Normal procedures. 
• Emergency procedures . 
• 'Instillment flighl. 
• Aerial refueling . 
• Takeoff. 
• Landing approach. 
• Close formation . 
Presently, more research is needed to <.It'! I Ill' 

simulation requirements in Ihe arcas of: 
• Air-tn-air (asks . 
• Air-Io-surface wcapons deli very. 
• Low-le ve l navigation and ~ d\a nl'ed W,·,,! ,, I ' 

delivery . 
• Tactical formation . 
• Force cue requirements for pilot-induced grav

ity-force cuing and externally induced disturbance. 
Thus far, Ihe Advanced Simulator for Pilot 

Training has demonstrated that relatively Inw
fidelity simulation training can transfer effectively 
to air-to-ground weapons delivery skills_ 

AstudY of F-SB rilot Iraining was Ihe first effon 
directly supporting tactical pilot training and 

marked the beginning of a trend toward collabora
tion with Tactical Air Command in training and re
search efforts. 

In the F-SB study , recent pilol training graduates 
were the subjects. Half of the subjects , the experi
mental group, received an air-to-ground mission 
training in the ASPT; the other half, the control 
group, did not receive simulator training . Both 
groups flew an actual air-to-ground mission in lhe 
F-SB with an instructor pilot in the back seat for 
safety purposes. The simulator-trained experimental 
group performed better than their counterparts in the 
control group in all tasks (sec Figure I. p. 20). 

The ongoing effort in A-to simulation develop
ment is really an extension of the earlier F-SB study. 
In the A-IO training, several experiments in initial 
air-to-ground training produced some interesting re
sults. Again, a transfer-of-training paradigm was 
used. An experimental group received three air-to
ground training missions in the A-IO- simulator. In 
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figure 1. The effect of simulator 
tr.lnlng on alr·to-lurface delivery 
performance In the F·S8 aircraft 

strafe lask, the experimental group out scored the 
Ilrol group on all five missions (see Figure 2). 
n the dive·bomb lask, the experimental group's 
:ular error was better on all seven missions (see 
ure 3, p. 22). This is the first·study to demon· 
Ite the durability of simulator training. Earlier 
~ies suggested that the effects of simulator train· 
disappeared after two or three missions. Here, 

s:: effects were still evident after s"ven flights. 
tesults from previous A·to research oi Iimiteu 
·to-ground weapons deliveries suggested the 
sibility of extending weapons-delivery training to 
~mulBled combat environment, Existing ASPT 
ual models were modified to depict a 10-
llIfe·mile hostile environment, with hills of vari· 
i elevations and strategically placed antiaircraft 
I surface·to-air miuiles. An air-defense system 
s modeled so that an A-to's penetration of a 
face-to-air missile firing envelope activated the 

missile. Warning tones associated with missile ac
quisition and launch were provided to the pilot. The 
target was a tank that could be located at six ran· 
domly selected positions on a road. It had no offen· 
sive capability and was considered destroyed by one 
round from the A-IO cannon, 

Combat-ready A-to pilots participated in the 
evaluation, flying a mission in which they entered 
the combat area, attempted to destroy the tank while 
evading hostile fire, and egressed the area. Pilots 
flew twenty runs. Each run was tenninated as are· 
suit of one of the following: 

• Surface·to·air mission kill . 
• Antiaircraft artillery kill. 
• Tcrrai n crash . 
• Overstress . 
• Safe egress across the forward edge of the battk 

area. 
The pilots were briefed on the capability of the 

air·defense threat and given a map of the threat 10' 
cation. The ' antiaircraft guns had a kill probability of 
100 percent if the pilot allowed the gun to achieve a 
tracking solution for six seconds . Activated 
surface· to· air missiles could be evaded with proper 
maneuvering. 

Performance results were analyzed on the basis of 
whether the pilot hit or missed the target, survived, 
or was destroyed. All participants showed progreso 
sively improved performance in offensive and de
fensive skills (see Figure 4, p. 23). After terrain· 
crash and overstress losses were removed from the 
farst two runs, the learning curves were similar to 
those of actual combat, indicating that this ki04·of 
training should improve pilot survivability, particu. 
larly during the first few combat missions . 

JUdging from these results, there seems to be no 
apparent reason why combat scenarios cannot be 
modeled for simulation training. If losses in the first 
few missions of a war can be decreased through the 
e"panded use of simulation , then this type of train· 
ing is, in effect, a force multiplier. 

Another pan of A":IO·related research and de· 
velopment addresses the use of the Ad.va!lced 
Simulator for Pilot Training for the A-IO Manual 
Reversion Flight Control System (MRFCS) and a 
degraded night control mode. At present, this 
training is not done in the actual aircraft because of 
the safety risk; 

The results are c1ear·cut. The manual reversion 
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mode is trainable through simulBlion, and it appears 
likely that a simulator-trained pilot can fly a battle
damaged aircraft deftly enough to safely land 0r 
eject. Some speCifics in the data show that a wide 
field of view in the simuiBlor results in better pilot 
performance for this task and that the more complex 
the i':'::::~ mode, the poorer the pilot performance . 
Moreover, the presence or absence of platform mo· 
tion does nllt appear to affect performance in any 
failure condition . Indeed, there can be little doubt 
that this manual·reversion example reflects the value 
of simulators in teaching those maneuvers that can· 
not be taught safely in the aircraft. 

The F·16 simulator development program is 
another major project being done for Tactical Air 
Command. A basic F· 16 si mulation has been built 
into ASPT so that Tactical Air Command can hdVC 

simulator training for F·16 pilots 1>· ' ·)fC the opera· 
tional F·16 simulator is delivered . There are several 
high·priority research·and·development i.s!.es being 
addressed in this program. These include the impact 
on training of simulated turbulence and the effec· 
tiveness of wide·field·of·view simulation for F·16 

Flgu:e 2. The effect of simulator 
training on alr·to·surface delivery 
performance In the A·10 aircraft 

Mission 
... Circular error probability (In feet, 
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initial transition and air-to-ground weapons tasks. 
Another important ongoing effort is Project 

SMART, Skills Maintenance and Reacquisition 
Training. This effort is central to ·the Air Force 's 
commitment to maintaining adequate aircrew readi
ness with mini~ use of energy resources. The 
thrust of SMART is the objective measurement of 
flying skills . To date, development of skill measures 
has been directed toward 8 ·52 aircrew profidencies . 
primarily crew coordination, task analysis, and radar 
bombing skills. 

Simulators have tx;en used mainly for transition 
and instrument ,ll8'lning . Units wi th simulator

have used them as substitute aircraft for a portion pf 
their Iraining programs . With the ad ... ent of soplm!l ' 
cated full·ficld·of· ... iew simulators, dcvicc~ arc C~ 
pable of depicting interactive training scenari", h, 
twec n geographically separated unit s. 

The Air Force's long·rar,ge goal is the develop· 
ment of a high-technology base for air-combat 
training through simulated combat environmenh . 
The target date is FY87 . As this technology evolves 
it is expected that the products-hardware and 
methodology-will transfer to user commands. 

Of course, the final test of training effectiveness 
is crew performance in combat: the better the train· 
ing, the better the aircrew performance and surviva· 
bility . The high cost of the first ten days of war is 
well reflected in projected aircrew and aircraft attri· 
tion figures . Three shortcomings in training oppor
tunities are generally cited as contributors to this 
early attrition . Thc5e are: 

• Inability of airerews to practice maneuvers for 
evading surface·to·air missiles . 

• Omission of actual antiaircraft anillery fire or 
field· launched heat·seeking missiles from bombing 
and strafing practice. 

• Lack of threat-aircraft replication in the aircrew 
training environment. 

Certainly, in light of the expectation of high attri· 
tion in the first week of combat, a training device 
iIIat introduced aircrews to the combat situation and 
that" permitted them to practice critical skills under 
the stress of 'engagement woul<i be tremendoully 
valuable. It appears to be a matter of only several 
years before such a training simulator can be de
veloped. In the next eight years, air-combat training 
technology will focus on the reduction of first-

:n 



Agure 3. The effect of simulator 
training on low·angle strafe 
performance In the A·10 alrcr.ft 

Simulator Mission 

.& Percent 01 rounds through target 

mission aurition. It is hoped that this tecbnology 
will also pennit units to predict levels of combat 
~adiness using empirical data. 

Most flying tasks are composed of various 
visual-skill components. Consequently. it is very 
imponant to identify and define visual cue ~qui~
ments for air-combat training. In fact. because of its 
g~at impact on training cost and effectiveness, it 
may well be the single most imponant ~search area. 
Although the low-level flight task has been iden
tified 8$. the most demanding combat training pr0b
lem. visulll simulation in 'this ma is quite limited 
because of the high level of visual detail requited. 
1be training requi~ments for the visual tasks as
sociated with the iow.jevel environment must be 
identified and deveioped befo~ full-mission simula· 
tion can be achieved. 

As work in this a~a proceeds. behavioral re
searchers and engineers will be testing the training 
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. utility of various viaual-system improvcmeata, suc:b 
as ICene dctaiI, dynamic modeiinl of the environ
ment, and color. This tecbnology development and 
teltinl will be punucd in a number of areas as 
~m 1tIIe-Of-tbe·an pmpeuea. 

Tbe full development ofa aimuliled hostile en
vironment ill \be 1011. h will help \be Air force 
JlOOI1l beller, combat-ready pilau. It will spur de
velopment of low·altitude flight skills througb visual 
nap-of-the-eanh simulation. Moreover. it will pm
vide a test bed for measuring combat performance 
and may even lead to \be merging of simulated air 
and gmund opcntions. 

As development advances. a new, nontraditional 
concept of fidelity seems to be emerging. In combat 
simulation, those quantifiable variables known to 
effect !be outcome of engagements are of the great
est imponance. Several areas of development ar( 
. now being considered for the expanded-combat 
simulation modrl. 

Of hip priority is visual·terrain simulation. A·lO 
c1osc-air-support training will require the best repre· 
sentation available. The data base should offer a 
suitable likeness of European and Midcutem ter· 
rain. 1be Defense Mapping Agency has digitized 
data bases for \bele areas and the Army is consid
ering using !bese arcM for its Armor Full-Crew Re
search Simulator. 

1be visual simullllion of maneuver elements on 
\be ground is also very important. It should depict 
both friendly and hostile forces in the forward cdSC 
of the battle area and should impose the A·lO 
c1ose·air-support scenario uver a preprogrammed 
ground battle. The battle scale should be on the 
order of two enemy tank regiments against one 
reinforced friendly tank battalion. This scale corre
sponds to a reasonable level of simulation for 
c1osc·air-suppon enpgements. 

Movin, models would be included in the pilot's 
visual scene. A lingle moving model could 

represcnt unit movement as \be aircraft was in the 
distance. AI it got cJoser to \be battle. movement of 

. iDdividual companies could be' visually represented 
with several modell . Then. when tbe A-lO was 
within attack range, moving models would represent 
individual vehicles. . 

Experimentation is needed to define precisc limits 
for thil order of simulation. Visual feedback for 
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trainilll will be important. Tbe system should bave a 
look-back or reverse display so that the pilot can scc 
how his aircraft appears from ground positions. 

For battle ICenarior.. it is foresccn that the in
structor will be able to select \be presence of spe· 
cific weaponl, their position and firing characteris
tics, enlagement Slralcgies, the effect of smoke: and 
other elements affccting bailie interaction pro
grammed as hit probabilities . For instance. the 
A-IO. when hit by antiaircraft anillery fi~. might 
go into a manual-revclsion mode. 1bc suppressive 
effects of air-to-ground fire would also be provided . 
altering the firing probabilities of ground units . 

Active and preprogrammed control of tactical air
craft other than those piloted would be available, as 
would all communication modes between them . An 
instructor or operator would be able to position 
weapons on the ground using a light pen and 
cathode-ray-tube display . This will yicld feedback 
the operator needs to set up a fire plan and posttion 
weapons for a combat scenario. 1be graphics system 
will permit the operator to zoom in on specific 

Agure 4. Survivability and attack 
leamlngcurvel of A·10 pilots 
operating In a simulated combat 
environment 
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areas. Additionally, the system will have on-line. 
three-dimensional playback that will provide a vis
ual trace of the flight path. aircraft-state parameters . 
and threat envelopes. Graphics playback would 
feature slow· motion and freeze modes. 

Future engineering efforts in the training equip
ment area will focus on immediate and long-range 
improvements to the Advanced Simulator for Pilot 
Training and on the advancement of visual 
simulation technology . Projected improvemcnt~ to 
the Advanced Simulator for Pilot Training will in . 

clude modularization of aircraft types for rapid 
cockpit changeovers. including programmable (On
trol loading and Oight dynamics and pw\'isillns for 
manual -reversion simulation . The visual,)" ,· ", ,, : 
the Advanced Simulator for Pilot Tr:lIn'n~ \, .;; t-,.. 

modernized to include moving ground rnoJl'I ,. " '
r~rl·:..:s:.'d eJ~e capa('H~ and circl~ ~cn(,'rJ t hln h : ' : ., i: 

realistic scene content. helmet-mounted sen,\ll,. "nJ 
displays for improved pilot perception. 

These improvements arc interim steps toward a 
comprehensive engagement-simulation technolog~ 
that will suppon full-mission combat training . In
deed. fcnh cr.m:ng engineering and behavioral re 
search and development will make it possible for 
aircrews to train under conditions that truly ap
proach actual combat conditions . eM.l.! 
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